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Learning Outcomes
Students should be able to:

• Include suitable input, output and navigation design to enable a user to use the system successfully;
• Use validation and error trapping proposals in the design to improve the potential robustness of the 

program.

Designing Solutions
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Planning Aspects of Input
As part of many programs, the user will interact 
and supply input values at particular points in the 
program’s execution. Flowcharts will symbolise 
such stages with a labelled parallelogram:

INPUT
numberOfDogs

The programmer must decide how and when the 
input will occur. Questions include:
• Will a GUI be supplied?

 – If so, which GUI component would be best: a 
text field, a combo box, a button, a set of radio 
buttons or maybe a single checkbox?

 – If so, where will the GUI component be 
positioned on the screen?

 – If so, will further instructions need to be placed 
on the screen or will it be self-explanatory?

 – Is screen space limited, abundant, cluttered/
busy? Is it well-planned?

• Will the user have to be prompted?
 – If so, how can the text of the prompt be 
unambiguous?

 – If so, can technical language be avoided so that 
the user is not burdened?

 – If not, is there still a need for other clear 
instructions at the beginning?

• Should the input occur well before the point in 
the program when it is needed?

 – If not, at what point will the input be needed 
for the first time, and will it inconvenience or 
frustrate the user to interrupt the rest of the 
program to ask for this input?

• Should the user be permitted to perform the input 
again if they make a mistake?

 – If so, should the number of attempts be limited 
(e.g. in a password or as part of a game)

 – If not, what consequences are there?

GUI-Based Input Example 1: 
JavaScript
In this program the user is asked to supply their 
name and address in various steps. At the end, this 
is presented as a sample envelope layout which is 
built using a table layout and shading. The input 
is asked for in a sequential manner using GUI 
components.
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Here is the blank web page that will be completed:

As the web page loads, the user will be prompted for the 5 lines of information one at a time. Once they 
supply the information, the JavaScript throughout the HTML will handle its insertion and will turn all of the 
letters of the last 2 lines into uppercase.
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Asking for the input in 5 prompts has the advantage 
that each prompt gives a single, clear instruction 
about what to enter, and there is no way for the user 
to disrupt the sequence of data entry. However, it 
does have the disadvantage that the user cannot 
backtrack and fix a minor error without refreshing 
the page. An alternative approach here would be to 

build an on-screen form with a SUBMIT button so 
that the user could proof-read inputs and backtrack 
if they discover a mistake.

Here are selected fragments of the code for the 
example shown.

Gathering the input

The script is positioned first within the <body> 
element so that the 5 inputs can be gathered 

immediately. Variables whose names start with the 
prefix “in-“ are used to store all inputs.
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Using the input as output

A table is used for the construction of the envelope 
region. Here, the variable “inname” (which holds 
the envelope recipient’s full name) is used to put a 

value into one of the merged cells on the envelope 
region.

Editing the input prior to output

Here, the name of the town is converted to 
uppercase immediately before being output. There 
was no need to convert the letters in the town name 
to uppercase immediately at the input stage. If the 
program were to grow to have additional features, it 
may become necessary to have a copy of the name 
of the town in the correct case and not convert it 
permanently to having only uppercase letters.

When designing this program, wireframe diagrams 
would be developed for each of the 5 input steps as 
well as the web page itself.

Here is a sample wireframe diagram for one of the 
prompts and also a wireframe for the web page 
itself:

Wireframe diagram for the prompt at the 
input phase
This is a generic diagram that applies to all 5 input 
stages.

It captures the fact that the inputs are both text 
inputs and button clicks.

OK

CANCEL

Please enter the <<insert desired detail>>

Text area

Buttons
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Wireframe diagram for the web page to be output

STAMP

inname will go here < Explanation

inaddrone will go here < Explanation

inaddrtwo will go here < Explanation

intown will go here < Explanation

inpostcode will go here < Explanation

JavaScripts will insert the correct values into the correct slots.

7x7 table. Width = 1000px.

Column widths are: 30px 200px 200px 20px 120px 30px 400px.

Page title: “How to Address an Envelope”

Heading 1: ADDRESSING ENVELOPES
Pgh: Intro text

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING
Draw a flowchart for the envelope formatting program above. Represent the output phase as a single 
parallelogram that says “OUTPUT sample envelope web page”.
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GUI-Based Input Example 2
More sophisticated programs usually end up with more complex user interfaces.

The wireframe diagram and form below are taken from a MS Access database package.

In a context like this, the inputs can be supplied 
into the boxes shown with white backgrounds and 
solid lines. Selected zones have been given read-
only status to prevent users from meddling with the 
data shown. Buttons are also a form of input where 
the user can use the mouse or a range of keyboard 
shortcuts (usually the tab key) to step between the 

buttons. Buttons can be individually programmed 
to cause behaviours to happen.

Whilst the buttons are clearly labelled, there are 
perhaps limitations on the amount of prompting/
guidance that is provided for the table of fields at 
the bottom of the form.
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Text-Based Input Example
Even when a program has a complex GUI, there is 
still a lot of underlying programming to support 
it. Often, such programs are built without the GUI 
and with only a plain text-based interface to start 
with. There are also some programs which are built 
to work in a plain text-based manner and do not 
require a GUI at all.

When using a text-based approach to input, it is 
useful to prompt the user clearly and have regard 
for where the typing should commence (which 
could be on the same line or the next line down).

Here is an example of a Java program that keeps 
asking the user to enter a 6-letter word until they 
get exactly 6 characters without an error (the word 
can contain letters, numbers and punctuation).

When it is run, this is the behaviour of the program as shown on the console of the IDE:

The spacing between the prompt and the user’s 
inputs helps provide clarity and use the screen 
space well. New lines are not desirable between the 

prompt and the user’s input in this case as the data 
to be entered is short.
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Planning for this program involves:
• planning the algorithm
• imagining the formatting of the input and how it sits within the output

Here is the algorithm:

FALSE

TRUE

End

OUTPUT
“Thank you;  
"+ word + " is the 
correct length.”

OUTPUT
“Enter a six-letter 
word:”

word.length(
?????????

INPUT
word

Start

word = “”

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING:
Q1 Doreen is writing a program which asks the user to key in the prices of a product when researched in 

3 competing supermarkets. The program will then say what the lowest price is. She decides to use 
a text-based program. Write out an example of the contents of the console after the program has 
run, then draw a flowchart to show the program’s design, highlighting where input occurs within the 
algorithm.

Q2 Seamus is writing a program which will allow the user to enter a number between 21 and 99. The 
program will then output that number as a word, e.g. “thirty eight”. Design a GUI layout that he could 
use, including detailed labelling.
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Planning Aspects of Navigation
The path taken through a program can be affected 
by the user’s inputs. This is often used in gaming 
and educational software to determine progression 
pathways, depending on the user’s level of success 

in a task. Navigation must also be considered 
in terms of how the user accesses the full range 
of features on offer in a piece of software that is 
divided into multiple menus, pages or screens.

GUI Navigation
Consider this relational database application’s GUI menu:

Each button has a distinct purpose, whether that is opening a form, opening a report or running a macro. The 
bigger picture of the system is illustrated in this set of screenshots:
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Here is a GUI example from a Scratch game. The user chooses their pathway by clicking on a door:

Each door is an individual sprite that can be interacted with via a mouse click to determine the desired 
behaviour:

At the planning stage, the list of functions 
required of the system would have been produced. 
This would have evolved into the components 
of the system, e.g. for the relational database, a 
systematic way of handling data about running 
coaches, a systematic way of handling data about 
runners, a way of uniting coaches with runners, a 
suitable backup system etc.

Having planned the individual components, 
the following needs to be thought through for 
navigation and then stated within the list of 
requirements:
1. How will the user access the system? – 

Possibilities include: passwords, launch icons, 
embedded within another system

2. How will the user visualise the pathways 
through the system? – Possibilities include: 
graphics, buttons (as per the above relational 
database of runners and coaches), textual links, 
keyboard commands or keystrokes

3. How will the quality of navigation be assured? – 
Possibilities include: using common standards 
(such as blue underlined text for hyperlinks), 
using consistent colours and formats for 
navigation tools, positioning the navigation 
tools in the same position on each separate 
screen, providing text labels on the screen or as 
a mouse rollover event to indicate the function 
of a navigation tool, using both colour and text 
labelling to make the system usable by colour 
blind users (as per the above Scratch game 
example)

4. What specifically are the navigation pathways? 
These should be explicitly stated.
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Tools used when planning navigation include:
1. Navigation diagrams – These show which components link to other components:
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2. Wireframe diagrams – These indicate where and how navigational tools will feature on each screen/
menu.

The above examples are early rough sketches of how the Scratch game with the 3 doors as its menu page 
could be developed.

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING:
Q1 Hand-draw a suitable navigation diagram for a game that has 4 levels that the user has to progress 

through in order to win. If they lose any of the levels they must go back to the start of the whole 
game.

Q2 Hand-draw a suitable wireframe diagram for the “Greek ruins” level of the Scratch game, clearly 
indicating how the user can exit the level if they choose to.

Q3 Hand-draw a wireframe diagram for the home screen of a bank’s phone app that will allow you to go 
to other features, e.g. check your balance, view spending history, cancel a Direct Debit etc. Write a 
short paragraph justifying your decisions.
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Text-Based Navigation
When a console-based program is being built using a programming language, navigating through the 
system usually involves reading from written menus and then typing a particular symbol to proceed:

*** WORD GAMES ***

Key 1 for Hangman

Key 2 for Anagrams

Key 3 for Odd One Out

Key 4 for Parts Of Speech

Key 0 to exit

ENTER YOUR SELECTION >>

In the example, the user will type in the number and press Enter to proceed.

Whilst playing one of the games, score may be updated when an answer is submitted. The score will most 
likely be reported each time the user makes a submission:

<<< ANAGRAMS >>>

Unscramble this capital city: MOTH LOCKS

ENTER YOUR ANSWER >> Stockholm

CORRECT! Score = 1

Unscramble this type of cheese: CRAB MET ME

ENTER YOUR ANSWER >> Camembert

CORRECT! Score = 2

Unscramble this item of stationery: N RAPS HERE

ENTER YOUR ANSWER >> Sharpener

CORRECT! Score = 3

Play on? Type Y for yes, N for no >> N

You scored 3 out of 3. Well done!

The game could be set up to eject the user from the game when they get an answer wrong:

<<< ANAGRAMS >>>

Unscramble this capital city: MOTH LOCKS

ENTER YOUR ANSWER >> Stockholm

CORRECT! Score = 1

Unscramble this type of cheese: CRAB MET ME

ENTER YOUR ANSWER >> Camambart

INCORRECT! You scored 1 out of 3.

Thank you for playing!
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Alternatively, it can be set up to carry on:

<<< ANAGRAMS >>>

Unscramble this capital city: MOTH LOCKS

ENTER YOUR ANSWER >> Stockholm

CORRECT! Score = 1

Unscramble this type of cheese: CRAB MET ME

ENTER YOUR ANSWER >> Camambart

INCORRECT! 

Unscramble this item of stationery: N RAPS HERE

ENTER YOUR ANSWER >> Sharpener

CORRECT! Score = 2

Play on? Type Y for yes, N for no >> N

You scored 2 out of 3. Not too bad at all!

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING:
Draw flowcharts for both versions of the game described above.

The user may also wish to be able to exit in the middle of a game by typing Q on its own to quit in the middle 
of the game:

<<< ANAGRAMS >>>

Unscramble this capital city: MOTH LOCKS

ENTER YOUR ANSWER >> Stockholm

CORRECT! Score = 1

Unscramble this type of cheese: CRAB MET ME

ENTER YOUR ANSWER >> Q

Returning to main menu…your score has been saved.

…and in the case above it would then repeat the main menu. The programmer would have to be mindful that 
Q was not a correct answer or even a possible incorrect answer to any of the questions, and the user should 
be regularly reminded that they can type Q to quit.

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING:
Q1 Present some sample output from the Odd One Out game using the Anagrams game above as an 

example. Show the user getting 1 answer incorrect.
Q2 Draw a navigation diagram for the Word Games program described above.
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Planning Aspects of Output
Output happens at multiple stages throughout a program; it doesn’t simply happen at the end.

In the earlier JavaScript example, the way an envelope should be addressed was displayed as a visualisation 
at the very end of all the user’s inputs being received:

By setting out the outputs within the shaded 
rectangle, and by keeping the labelling on the 
right-hand side, the computer is doing the work for 
the user. Had there simply been a footnote to say 
“Put the stamp on the top-right”, the user would 
have an additional mental process to go through as 
they would have to imagine where that is.

In contrast, in the Scratch game where the 3 
doors were displayed, the output was deliberately 

vague to add to the game experience, making it 
something of a game of chance.

When GUI navigation was being described earlier, 
the database of runners included a screen where 
details could be input about the coaches who 
teach the runners. The visual layout of the screen 
was very carefully planned. Here is one enlarged 
example from within the navigation diagram of 
screenshots shown earlier:
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Output considerations included:
• Using colour and whitespace between sections to 

demarcate zones of the screen, i.e. the individual 
runners’ details are noticeably separate from 
their coach’s details, but the two are being shown 
on the same screen for convenience

• Labelling the buttons with both metaphorical 
symbols (e.g. a pencil for adding a coach) as well 
as textual labels for the buttons that have less 
obvious (or more ambiguous) meanings

• Allowing generous amounts of space for each 
text field in case of unexpectedly long input 
values occurring, so that the user can verify what 
they have written through proof-reading

In a database system, more useful formats for 
output include using a report or a chart. Here is a 
report summarising the list of all runners stored in 
the database:

The output design considerations used here were:
• A clear title – large and in uppercase
• The use of a logo/branding
• Page numbering
• Date stamping
• A summary statement of how many runners 

there are
• Sufficient space for all outputs

• Clear column headings with underlining to make 
them distinct from the data

• Sorting the outputs into a meaningful sequence 
(in this case by Runner ID)

• No coloured backgrounds to reduce printing costs 
and be environmentally friendly through reduced 
ink consumption

• Respecting the A4 page margin constraints to 
facilitate printing

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING:
Q1 Using the list above as a guide, write an evaluation of the report shown below:

Q2 Write an evaluation of the output being produced by the Word Games program described earlier.
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Validation & Error Trapping
Here is a block of Java code that was previously used to describe text-based input:

If we were to skip the WHILE block and just proceed 
on the assumption that the user would definitely 
write in a 6-letter word, we could encounter errors 
later in the program. This block of code solves this 
by preventing the user from progressing until they 
do enter a word with precisely 6 characters.

Common errors that can be trapped include:
1. Omitting the input, e.g. by pressing the Enter 

key too soon
2. Not entering a necessary/sufficient number of 

characters (as per the above example)
3. Entering characters of certain types in an 

invalid sequence (e.g. letters before numbers 
when the system requires numbers to come 
first)

4. Entering a number that is outside of an 
allowable range (e.g. a probability value greater 
than 1 or less than 0)

5. Not choosing one of the allowed values from a 
pre-determined list

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING:
Match the 5 bullet points above with these 5 
validation checks:
RANGE / LENGTH / LOOKUP / PRESENCE / FORMAT

Here are some strategies that can be used 
in programming to safeguard against errors 
happening.
• RANGE CHECK ISSUES – Use the comparison 

operators < <= == >= > !=

• LENGTH CHECK ISSUES – Check the length of the 
string is not above the stated maximum number 
of characters, and/or that the length of the 
string is above the stated minimum number of 
characters

• LOOKUP – Build an array of possibilities and try to 
find the item in the array, or ask the user to select 
one of the array indices to choose their input 
value

• PRESENCE CHECK ISSUES – Check the length of 
the string is not equal to 0 characters

• FORMAT CHECK ISSUES – Iterate through 
the string and check the ASCII value of each 
character falls within the desired number range

When a program copes well with unexpected or 
unusual input, it is said to be robust. It is unlikely 
to crash and thus unlikely to leave users frustrated 
and without their data. Trapping potential errors 
is an important part of programming, but some 
error handling requires very advanced techniques. 
If we wanted to prevent 6-digit number codes or 
patterns of 6 mixed digits and punctuation symbols 
from being entered instead of 6-letter words in the 
example above, this is quite challenging to achieve 
in Java. Here is a Scratch code snippet that tries 
to take in a user’s age and output a meaningful 
message. Scratch does not have built-in tools to 
handle the wrong DATA TYPE being input, and with 
unpredictable results.
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The main body of the code asks the user to supply their age, then it uses a nested-IF structure to output a 
statement about what time they are at in their life:
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The sprite can be seen to say the relevant message:

Age = 8

Age = 15

Age = 22

In all cases, the animation concludes with:
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Now, we try entering data that is out of range:

Age = –65

In this case, the code is inadequate at coping 
because it produces an answer which can be 
expected when you trace the code for such a small 
number, but it has failed to detect an unrealistic 

input. Similarly, if we enter nonsense as the input 
by violating the data type rule, we will get another 
type of unexpected result:

Age = ducks

A better outcome would have been a notification 
that the result was violating the data type rules. As 
with Java, data type rules are not straight-forward 
to validate.

Of the 2 limitations uncovered through this testing, 
the use of the input value -65 does reveal that 

an improvement can be implemented. Before 
proceeding with the nested-IF block, the user’s 
answer should be scrutinised to see if it lies in the 
range 0-998. If it doesn’t then the user should be 
prompted a second time.
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CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING:
Q1 Explain what is meant by validation.
Q2 Name 4 ways in which program input can be validated.
Q3 A GUI form is to be developed to ask for a small number of personal details and opinion ratings from 

visitors to an amusement park. It is anticipated that the form will appear on a web page and visitors 
will be asked to fill it in using a touch screen or tablet computer. Draw a wireframe diagram for the 
GUI form design and show clearly how validation will report that errors have been detected.

Q4 Explain how enforcing validation contributes to a more robust program.


